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INTRODUCTION 

Abstract- Now a day the demand of social media is increases rapidly and most of the part of social media is made up of multimedia content 
cognate as images, audi, video. Hence for taking this as a motivation we have proffer a framework for Name tagging or labeling For Web 
Facial Images, which are easily obtainable on the internet. TAG ME system does that name tagging by utilizing search-based face annotation 
(SBFA). Here we are going to select an image from a database which are weakly labeled on the intermet and the "TAG ME" assign a correct and 
accurate names or tags to that facial image, for doing this a few challenges have to be faced the One exigent difficulty for search-based face 
annotation strategy is how to effectually conduct annotation by utilizing the list of nearly all identical face images and its labels which is weak 
that are habitually rowdy and deficient. In TAGME we have resolve this problem by utilizing an effectual semi supervised label refinement 
(SSLR) method for purify the labels of web and nonweb facial images with the help of machine learning techniques. Secondly we used convex 
optimization techniques to resolve learning problem and used effectual optimization algorithms to resolve the learning task which is based on the 
large scale integration productively. For additionally quicken the given system, finally TAGME system proposed clustering-based 
approximation algorithm which boost the scalability considerably. 

As we know now a day a rapid growth of social 
media increases day by day Due to that photo sharing and 
tagging is very popular. As we see on every social media Most 
of the content is established on images and images act as a one 
of the big entertainment Part of social media. Everybody 
wants to share their photos, images with each other on Social 
media sites and on World Wide Web. Contemporary years 
have witnessed a detonation of the Number of digital photos 
taken and keep by consumers. An extra piece of photos Shared 
by users online on social media are face images of human. 
Few of these face images are tagged properly with proper 
names, but numerous of them are improperly tagged, This 
notion motivated the study of auto face annotation, which is a 
dominant technique that point to annotate facial images 
automatically [14]. 
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All of the facts discuss above we can say that a "TAG 

ME" system is advantageous to numerous actuality 
applications, For example, by utilizing auto face annotation 
techniques, online social networking sites which supports 
sharing of photos (e.g., Facebook, twitter etc.) can self-acting 
annotate user's uploaded photos to make easier online photo 
search and administration. Apart from this skill can be used in 
news domain and in video domain to notice main persons 
become visible in the videos to make easier the retrieval and 
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characterization task from news video. Classical methods of 

annotation of face image are continually act towards an 
enlarge face recognition problem. Nevertheless, the Model 
based face annotation techniques are few within several facets. 
First, it is habitually time consuming and costly to gather a 
huge amount of training images of human faces which is a 
labeled images. Second, habitually it is hard to generalize the 
models when new data which is trained or new persons are 

added, in which a thorough process is normally required. 
Lastly, the recognition/annotation performance habitually plate 
badly when the number of classes/persons is very large. 
Currently, a few appearing studies have try to traverse a 
encouraging search-based annotation concept for the 
annotation of face images by mining online ,offline and 
realtime facial images where a large number of facial images 
which is weakly labeled are freely obtainable. As a substitute 
of training external classification models by the frequent 

model based annotation of face approach, the search-based 
face annotation (SBFA) model point to tackle the automated 
annotation of face work by utilizing CBIR i.e (content based 
image retrieval) scheme within mining gigantic face images 
which are weakly labeled online. The SBFA approach is data 
driven and model-free, which too little size is inspired by the 
search based image annotation techniques for collective image 
annotations [16]. 
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